On March 25, the Enlarged Board of Appeal (EBA) of the European Patent Office (EPO) handed a victory to those seeking to protect plant inventions in Europe. The EBA found that the essentially biological processes exclusion of Article 53(b) of the European Patent Convention (EPC) does not negatively affect the allowability of claims directed to plants or plant products.

The appeal concerned patents directed to the products of tomato and broccoli plants (i.e., tomato fruit and broccoli florets). At issue was whether the claims were patent-eligible given Article 53(b) EPC’s exclusion from patentability of "essentially biological processes for the production of plants." The EPO’s Technical Board of Appeal referred the issue to the EBA, so it could resolve the important legal question. In its analysis, the EBA found that — like other patent-eligibility exclusions — the language of Article 53(b) should be construed narrowly.

Accordingly, the EBA concluded that:

[Considering its wording, context, original legislative purpose and legislative history, the process exclusion of Article 53(b) EPC does not extend directly to a product claim or a product-by-process claim directed to plants or plant material such as a fruit, or to plant parts other than a plant variety.]

The EBA found this would be the case even if the only method available for generating the claimed subject matter were an essentially biological process. Its interpretation effectively limits the essentially biological processes exclusion to process (or method) claims for the production of plants, as opposed to claims directed to the end product of the process.

Although patent claims directed to individual plant varieties are still not patent-eligible in Europe, such new varieties can be protected using Plant Breeders’ Rights under the UPOV Convention. However, the EBA’s decision is likely to clear the way for plant “trait” patent claims: that is, claims directed to novel plant traits — such as heat/drought tolerance, resistance to bruising, and disease resistance, to name a few — in plants and plant products.
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Because of the generality of this update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.